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       The San Diego Padres were the featured team in this week’s TWIB. After winning their division for two straight 

years, they added future Hall of Fame pitcher Greg “The Professor” Maddux to a young and talented staff that includes 

league-leading strike out ace Jake Peavy and the all-time ML leader in saves, closer Trevor Hoffman.  The team also 

features San Diego natives Adrian Gonzalez, and the “comedic” brothers Giles (Brian and Marcus), who always 

wanted to play for their hometown team. Starting in their well-appointed clubhouse, the Padres try to have fun.  But 

once the game begins, they know how to focus and play the game the right way.  New Padres manager, Bud Black, 

recognizes that this is a team with a special bond and “high expectations.”        

Educational theme: The cognitive domain of learning is a major component of modern baseball strategy.  The mental 

aspect is too often ignored by children of all ages. 

Educational theme: Fun is a motivation for participation in and attendance at athletic events. Fun is simply the 

valuable use of one’s time. 

Educational theme: A pleasant and healthful environment is the initial step in creating a positive atmosphere for work 

or play.  

Educational theme: Leaders listen to the needs of others, develop the plan, and then empower the team to action 

leading to success.  Thereby, the power of the team is unleashed. 

 

“Act Two”: The Top Five Things You Didn’t Know About the Padres, included the fact that 6’10” pitcher Chris 

Young is the second tallest player in MLB history. Also, Marcus and Brian Giles are the first brothers to bat first and 

second in a MLB line-up since 1965. 

        The brothers Giles have played baseball together since childhood with the ambition to become big league 

teammates. Typically, acting like grown up little children, they keep the team loose while feeding off each other’s 

energy. Brian and Marcus are supportive rather than competitive sibling rivals. 

       In “Savor the Good Stuff” from 30 years of TWIB, the San Diego Chicken, one of the first MLB mascots and the 

master of “fowl” humor, was remembered.  Today, the Friar is the Padres’ mascot. 

       TWIBIA noted that Jake Peavy and Randy Johnson are the only two pitchers in MLB history to strike out 16 

batters in just seven innings. 

Educational theme: Trivia is insignificant or inessential matters, but a source of fun for fans of all ages. This is much 

of the lore that makes baseball interesting to players and fans alike. 

Educational theme: Relationships are complex interactions between people. Mutual rapport among siblings and 

teammates are relationships based on trust and emotional affinity that leads to ordinary people achieving uncommon 

results.  

Educational theme: Entertainment of the spectators is a primary goal of MLB. Entertainment may take several forms 

to make the event fun for the attendees. The use of comedy characters is one such technique. 

Educational theme: Landmark events in athletics are ways to evaluate performance, activity and achievement. It is the 

account of athletic history collected, written and preserved for future generations. 

 

“Clutch”: The season’s first “Clutch Performer of the Month,” as voted on by the fans is New York Yankees third 

baseman Alex Rodriguez.  In April, A-Rod tied the record with 14 home runs, hit in 20 of 23 games, and hit two game 

winning home runs.  

       TWIB NOTES cited that in April, A-Rod led MLB in home runs (14), RBI (34), runs scored (27), slugging 

percentage (, 882), extra base hits (21), and total bases (82). 

Educational theme: Historic performances are part of the excitement of athletics for both fans and players. These are 

moments to remember. 

 

“Front Row Fans”: Former Boston Red Sox slugger Mo Vaughn always wore uniform number 42 in honor of the 

great Jackie Robinson. In 1995, Mo was named the Most Valuable Player in the American League. Today in his post-

baseball life, Mo has teamed up with developer Eugene Schneur to rehab distressed housing like The Whitney Young 



Manor in New York.  Coincidentally, Mo’s project is the very property Jackie built.  Like Robinson, Vaughn is trying 

to deliver affordable housing to those in need. 

Educational theme: Paying homage by publicly expressing one’s respect is genuine indicator of character. In this case, 

there is an allegiance to a civil rights icon and accomplished multi-sport athlete.  

Educational theme: Community service is a method to give back to the culture and to make the society a better place 

to live. 

 

“How „bout that!”: TWIB continues to show the best plays and bloopers of the week, including spectacular running, 

diving and leaping catches, and game winning home runs. Especially significant were the candid comments on baseball 

strategy from Atlanta Braves pitcher John Smoltz.   

Educational theme: Once children have carefully observed elite athletic movement, it can be understood and then 

repeated and performed. Learners have the opportunity to emulate and perform motor skills and loco-motor patterns 

needed to execute a variety of baseball skills. 

Educational theme: Sports pedagogy involves the demonstration and explanation of athletic skills necessary to 

compete in sport. It also involves the biomechanics, theory, strategy, and the mental aspect of sport.  
 

 


